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Executive summary  

DorPIP facilitates a calm, nurturing, safe, environment for parents and babies to explore their 

emerging relationship. We support parents with 1-1 counselling, infant massage classes and 

peer support groups. Promoting the importance of first relationships and enhancing infant 

mental health through our service and commitment to providing the best possible care. As a 

specialised parent-infant team, DorPIP works at multiple levels as experts, champions and 

providers of specialised care. We enable local agencies to offer effective, high-quality 

prevention and early intervention to give every baby the best start in life. 

 

 
This report summarises the progress and impact DorPIP has made in twelve months from June 
18 to May 2019. DorPIP is needed in our community, helping families who are experiencing 
severe, complex and/or enduring difficulties in their early relationships, putting babies on a 
positive developmental trajectory. In consultation with stakeholders and beneficiaries it is 
clear that there is a need for DorPIP to continue the service and build on its success, by 
developing a cohesive wrap around package for families for the first 1001 days including 
antenatal and postnatal talking therapy, infant massage classes and facilitated peer support 
groups. 

http://www.dorpip.org.uk/
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Foreword from Sarah Cowley  

What a pleasure to read such a positive evaluation report!  
 
Three things shine out from a first reading. To begin with, a high degree 
of warmth and commitment to the welfare and wellbeing of infants and 
their parents permeates the whole report – the driving sense of purpose 
and determination to improve people’s lives, if at all possible, is inspiring.  
 

Second, these improvements are achieved through expert knowledge, skill and 
understanding. A high level of professional ability is much needed to effect positive change 
and sustain this through challenging times, for parents and their infants. 
 
Third, the service appears helpfully accessible and readily available, with a user-friendly 
referral system that allows self-referral if needed. That, in itself, is a considerable 
administrative achievement, which suggests a well-embedded and established service, 
belying the short timeframe since DorPIP began.   
 
Drilling down into the pages, it is clear there has been a huge amount of behind-the-scenes 
work, to engage experts, professionals, volunteers and supporters, to ensure the presence of 
all the necessary ingredients of a complex and (geographically) widespread service. I have no 
doubt that most of the inspiring and engaging needed to bring all these elements together, 
has been achieved by the CEO, Viv Allen, whose tireless enthusiasm is infectious as well as 
purposeful. There is recognition, too, of the tricky but essential elements of clinical 
governance, supervision and safeguarding, so necessary for any service involved in working 
with families facing difficulties.  
 
The formative impact of the parent-infant relationship and the first 1000 days of a baby’s life 
is well researched and widely acknowledged, which sadly has not translated into provision of 
statutory services in this field. Indeed, services for infants and their families have been 
reduced, as children’s centres and other essential provision has been cut back nationwide. 
When things go wrong at this critical time, help is urgently needed – so well done indeed, to 
DorPIP and all involved, for stepping into the breach and ensuring such assistance has been 
forthcoming for so many families already.  
 
Long may it continue. 
 
Dame Sarah Cowley DBE 
Patron DorPIP 
Emeritus Professor of Community Practice Development, Kings College, London 

 
 
 

 

http://www.dorpip.org.uk/
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Letter from Viv Allen, Founder DorPIP and Chair of Trustees  
 

This report is the culmination of all Dorset Parent Infant Partnership has 
achieved from its conception to age 2.  From the moment DorPIP was a 
twinkling in my eye, to our conception in November 2017 through to the end 
of our pilot project in June 2019, it has been a roller coaster of a ride.  The 
words of Dr Seuss often running through my mind “Oh! The places you will go, 
the ups and the downs, the highs and the lows, oh the places you will go.” 
 

In these pages you will read about the positive difference we have made to the lives of the 
families we have touched. You will see that what we offer brings measurable results, for 
parents and babies. You will hear the stories of real families who lives have been changed 
through working with us. And you will discover that professionals from health and social care, 
local authority and the third sector have appreciated being able to refer their clients to us for 
specialist support that is not available elsewhere in the community.  Our stakeholders have 
witnessed positive changes in parent infant relationships in families who work with us.  And 
they report that in referring families to us they have passed their clients on to ‘a safe pair of 
hands’ 
 
Building this organisation from scratch has been a huge task, one, if I am honest, I had no idea 
would challenge and stretch me as much as it has. Strangely like my experience of becoming 
a parent.  My heart has been broken open by the love and support we have received.  From 
our first donors who supported us even when we didn’t have a service, to the many trusted 
advisors who have helped us to develop the organisation and the service to ensure that we 
are able to meet the local demand while sustaining a high quality, value for money service. 
 
If it takes a village to raise a child, it takes a whole community of dedicated professionals to 
build, design, develop, and provide a unique parent infant relationship service like Dorset 
Parent Infant Partnership. I am hugely grateful to everyone who has been involved in this 
project formally and informally.  I appreciate the time that has been given freely from our 
Patron, trustees, steering group and volunteers. I am especially proud of our team of associate 
parent infant psychotherapists and infant massage instructors. It is their dedicated and skilled 
work with families that will impact on the lives of many from now and out into the future. 
 
It has been an incredible journey and it is my heart felt wish that we can build on all that we 
have learnt and establish a financially sustainable organisation that can continue to provide 
this much-needed service to families in across Dorset. The demand for specialist parent infant 
relationship work is clear and is evidence in this report. Now is the time to put DorPIP on a 
secure footing so that we can focus on service delivery.  We need your support. 
With many, many thanks to you all 
 
Viv Allen, Founder  

 
 

http://www.dorpip.org.uk/
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Our Wider Support Network 
 
 
As part of the Parent Infant Foundation network of parent infant relationship services we can 
draw on resources and knowledge from other services all around the UK. Parent Infant 
Foundation also offers advice and support in terms of evidence based best practise. 
 
 

‘I am pleased to see the positive pilot year DorPIP has had in its journey 

to support parent-infant relationships in need of specialist support.  As 

one of only 27 such services across the UK, the initial data shows a local 

need and demand for their work from both families and the variety of 

agencies involved in their lives.  We hope that early relationships 

continue to be valued and supported across Dorset through the funding 

of DorPIP within commissioning decisions.  Supporting DorPIP in its pilot year to start 

developing as a specialised parent-infant relationship service has seen local families receiving 

care that no other local provider can offer, and PIP UK looks forward to seeing the service 

continue to thrive.’   

Dr Beckie Lang, CEO Parent Infant Foundation  

 

 

External Clinical Supervision 

‘I have worked with DorPIP since its beginning. I have been impressed by 
the dedication of the team and its unwavering focus on the needs of the 
families they have helped. The team is working with and containing some 
very vulnerable families where, without intervention, the stresses on the 
relationship between parent and baby would have a high probability of 
compromising the child’s future social and emotional development. By 

intervening at a time when the child’s personality and its neurological underpinning are most 
adaptable DorPIP is not only supporting parents now, but they are also helping the parents of 
the future’.   

Robin Balbernie, Consultant Child Psychotherapist, Parent Infant Relationship Expert. 

 

 
Proud to be one of 27 Rare Jewels, PIP UK report 2019 

http://www.dorpip.org.uk/
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Our first year 
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Evaluation 
 

The pilot aimed to reach 10 families for 10 sessions in 10 months. 
 
The reality is, between June 2018 and May 2019, a total of 60 referrals were received, 52 of 
those families have engaged with the service receiving Parent-Infant Psychotherapy, 
attachment-led Infant Massage classes or a combination of both.   
 
We have completed in excess of 195 face-to-face sessions, including one-to-one therapy, 
classes, infant massage sessions and #keepintouch follow-on groups across Bournemouth, 
Poole and Dorset. 
 
There is a clear demand for our service. 
 

 
 
DorPIP aims to reach specific groups and needs in response to local communities - families 
who, for example, experienced birth trauma, young parents, single parents, Dads, parents 
with a history of alcohol and substance misuse, domestic violence, homelessness, care 
leavers, groups for whom English is not their first language, ethnic minority groups. 
 
Within the first year, our parents are typically over 30 years old (48%) and are in a relationship 
(81%). We have reached younger parents, under the age of 25 (28%), families who have 
English as their second language (13%) and a small minority of fathers.  

There is a clear demand for our service 

http://www.dorpip.org.uk/
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Ongoing monitoring 

 
 
 

The first 1001 days of a baby’s life, from conception to age 2, is a period of rapid growth, when 
the foundations for later developments are laid. During this time, babies’ brains are shaped 
by the world around them, and in particular the interactions they have with their caregivers 
(usually their parents).  
 
Early relationships play an extremely important role in the cognitive, emotional and social 
development. There is now compelling research to show that when these relationships are 
compromised, it can have pervasive long-term effects on physical and mental health.  
 
Parent outcomes were monitored throughout the therapeutic experience, with review forms 
being completed at the beginning, throughout and the end of therapy. 
 
On average parents engaged with DorPIP for 4 weeks, in that relatively short period of time 
outcome measures have shown a significant positive shift in caregivers emotional wellbeing 
as well as their increased ability to provide a ‘good enough’ relationship with their infant. 
 
100% of all parents reported an improvement to the relationship with their infant at the end 
of treatment 

 91% of counselling parents identified as having relationship difficulties with 

their infant prior to treatment 

 70% of parents reported a significant improvement in their general well-being 

 6 months on this outcome was sustained 

 
 
 
 
  Happy parents = happy healthy baby 

http://www.dorpip.org.uk/
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‘The 

psychotherapy 

service was 

outstanding, it 

helped us hugely’ 

 

Participants 
 

34 parents participated in our survey to help us evaluate and develop the service. In their own 
words; 
 

‘Having the space, reassurance, calmness and the tools to help me and my 
husband in relation to our baby’  

 
‘It was a lovely experience being part of a group and interacting with other 

mums’ 
 

‘Another person's insight to what was going on and their advice and 
suggestions helped a lot’ 

 
Parents report the following positive changes have occurred; 
 

 89% of infants are more able to relax 

 78% of infants seem happier 

 78% of infants are more responsive to their parents 

 ‘I realised it wasn’t just me that had a baby that cried all the time, it 
reminded me I am not alone’ 

 

Parents valued the most; 
 

 Learning to connect with their infant 

 Having a sense that they were understood 

 Being helped to see their infants point of view 

 How events from their past could be affecting them now 

 

100% of clients would recommend DorPIP to friend in need 
 

‘Don’t be afraid to reach out and make contact’ 
 

 83% found their counsellor to be really helpful 

 80% found it easy to engage with the service 

 70% of parents want to stay in touch with DorPIP, in person and online, confirming 

the need to offer a wrap around service from conception to two years of age 

 

Early intervention PREVENTS harm 
 

http://www.dorpip.org.uk/
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Words used by parents to describe DorPIP  
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Stakeholders 
 

16 surveys were sent to local individuals who have referred to DorPIP in the last 12 months, 
including midwives, health visitors, family outreach workers, children centres, domestic 
abuse refuges, perinatal teams and Homestart. In their own words; 
 

‘Reassurance - that once our service ceases involvement 
there is ongoing support’ 

 
‘Hope for the families & women needing help’ 

 
‘Families need this vital service’ 

 

 100% of referrers consider DorPIP to be a valuable, local service 

 100% of referrers are happy with the service DorPIP provides 

 100% of referrers have noted a positive change in the clients they have referred to 

DorPIP 

 100% of referrers stated there is no other equivalent service in our community 

 

Words used by referrers to describe DorPIP 

http://www.dorpip.org.uk/
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How we have helped 
 
  

Zara, mum of two children Delilah (7) and Archie (12 months). 
The family relocated to Dorset having fled from a domestic abuse situation leaving mum 
and both children traumatised. The family have needed to undergo much more intensive 
support of 10 sessions over 12 months. 
 
Through skilful, patient and compassionate work, we focused on listening to Zara and 
providing a safe nurturing space for her and Archie to focus on their relationship.  This has 
helped Zara and Archie to integrate their traumatising experience, enabling them to feel 
safe with each other and in their environment.  Having been referred while living in the 
domestic violence refuge Zara and her children are now living together independently in 
the community and Archie continues to flourish. 
 
Sadly, her older child, Delilah had been exposed to domestic violence for much longer, 
severely impacting on her emotional well-being. Delilah is receiving additional support at 
school and through CAMHS. 

 

Mum, Hannah and her baby Joanna, who had physical disability at birth. 
Hannah was given exercises to do with Jo by the hospital; which she diligently did.  
However, after several months’ mum self-referred to us as she felt things were not 
‘right’.  She didn’t feel any joy being with her baby.  Simply put, mum had forgotten her 
all important role as playmate to her daughter. Hannah had become, in her own words, 
her daughter’s physiotherapist.  In just one session with our skilled specialist parent 
infant psychotherapist she was able to recognise for herself the missing element was 
fun.  In the seriousness of managing Jo’s physical needs, Hannah had forgotten how to 
enjoy just being with her baby. 
 
From one single intervention we were able to demonstrate to Hannah how she could 
bring play into her role enabling her to find joy in parenting. I hope the image of baby Jo 
smiling and gurgling at her mum when Hannah became fully present and really enjoyed 
being a mum for the first time is etched in your mind. 
 
Through our early intervention to prevent this relationship from developing in a 
dysfunctional way, we have been able to ensure the healthy emotional growth of this 
baby and supported the well-being of mum. We could only do this because mum was 
able to hear about our service through all the awareness events and online presence we 
have. She felt able to self-refer because she trusted us and knew that we had the 
specialist skills to assist. 

 

http://www.dorpip.org.uk/
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Next steps 
 
In consultation with our parents and stakeholders, along with 

the evaluation of our outcomes, we know we have laid the 

foundations for an invaluable service for families needing 

help. We’ve proven we make a difference to parents and 

babies.  

We have listened to parents and stakeholders in how we can 

develop the service. To enhance our service to best meet the 

needs of our clients. 

Parents tell us that they want a lasting connection with the 
service, they value our support, expertise and knowledge - 
they would value being held by us for a longer period. 
 

 
 
Our future vision of DorPIP is to offer a wraparound care service, from conception to two 
years of age, providing; 
 

 

o Evening appointments, making it easier for Dad’s to attend 

o Extra care for babies and parents transitioning from neonatal intensive care 

o Diversity within the existing clinical team to reach out to more families  

o One to one specialist parent-infant counselling 

o Attachment led infant massage courses 

o #keepintouch facilitated peer support groups 

o Ongoing education around child development through social media 

o Training for professionals and trainees and students 

o A collaborative model of working together with partner agencies 

 

 
 
 Helping families to flourish 

 

http://www.dorpip.org.uk/
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Financial summary  

 

 

 

 

‘With no clinical commissioning groups, local authority or government funding available we 

are most grateful to PIPUK for their support - both financial and advisory for the initial pilot. 

The evaluation of the pilot clearly demonstrates the need for the services of DorPIP in the 

county. Like many other charities we have a continual need to raise funds in order to provide 

our services and I would like to thank Vivian in particular for all her work and perseverance in 

obtaining various grants, and to our supporters for their donations and fundraising activities. 

The Board will continue to explore ways of increasing our income whilst providing a cost-

effective service to our clients’.  

Malcolm Baker, Treasurer 

 

We need £71,540 to deliver our vision. 
 

Providing a cohesive wrap around package for families for the first 

1001 days from conception 

Offering specialist counselling, infant massage classes and facilitated 

peer support groups 

We aim to support families fully with wrap around care in 

2019/2020, and many others through our online and in person 

groups, events and training.  

 

53%

24%

15%

6% 2%

Income 2018/2019

PIP UK Grant Donations

Awards for All Wave 105

Talbot Trust Equipment Grant

74%

23%

3%

Expenditure 2018/2019

Charitable Activities Fundraising Admin

http://www.dorpip.org.uk/
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Governance 

Our Trustee board and Steering Group include parent and infant mental health experts, 
strategy and risk professionals, an experienced treasurer and human resources personnel, as 
well as leaders from other large charities, neonatal consultant units, midwifes and health 
visitors. 
 

Patron 

 
 
Professor Dame Sarah Cowley        
 

Trustees 
 

 
Vivian Allen         Dr. Andy Mayers      Jacki O’Shea       Malcolm Baker    David Doyle 

Chair            Treasurer                                                                             

 
 

Safeguarding 
 
We follow the guidance of the Local Safeguarding Children Board (LSCB) of Bournemouth, 
Christchurch & Poole Council and the Dorset Safeguarding Children Board (DSCB). All 
associates and trustees complete Level 3 safeguarding training. 
 

   

http://www.dorpip.org.uk/
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Fundraising 
 
We have a robust fundraising plan, including the development of multiple streams of funding. 
Whilst we are currently reliant solely on donations, we do aim to continue to seek 
commissioning from statutory partners as well as continuing to develop corporate sponsors, 
grant funding and community fundraising.  

Thank you to all our supporters. 

 

 

 

Community fundraising is always popular and our Trustee, Jacki O’Shea, braved 
the Wing Walk for DorPIP in September 2019, raising a staggering £1892 – we 
salute you Jacki! 
 
 

 
Our good friend Jayne Taylor walked the length of Hadrian’s Wall, a six-day 
long trek (wow!), raising a wonderful £850 for DorPIP – thank you Jayne! 
 
 
 

http://www.dorpip.org.uk/
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Community 

There is an African saying that says it takes a village to raise a child and at DorPIP we hold this 
to be true. We offer a community for families to empower them to grow into the parents they 
want to be.  We do not do this alone, we are part of a whole system including statutory 
services, third sector organisations and volunteers.  As well as providing services we connect 
families to resources and services that meet their changing needs.  There are many people 
we would like to thank as they help DorPIP to run and continue to offer the high quality, good 
value specialist service for local families. 
  
We say it takes a whole family of friends, volunteers and supporters to run our charity and 
we are grateful to everyone who has helped us on our journey so far. We appreciate the time 
and resources given so generously to us.  As we go forward we continue to grow our family.  
We welcome and appreciate volunteers and supporters.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THANK YOU 
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 Dorset Parent Infant Partnership 

@dor_pip 

@dorpip 
contact@dorpip.org.uk 
 
07813 989 707 
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